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ightly in comparison with the kitchen and commissariat
inimals. My own mount was a huge beast with a veritable
nountain of a hump, and I seemed to tower high above all
ny companions. Also I did not find Al Bahraniya—for that
ras her name in allusion to the fact that she had come from
Bahrain, a present from Shaikh Hamad to Ibn Jiluwi—
particularly comfortable. For all her length of stride she
marched sluggishly and planted her feet rather heavily on
bhe ground.
We now entered a tract of low sand-ridges profusely
covered with shrubs of Shinan, from whose burned ash they
produce a soap reputed to be excellent for laundry purposes.
The kindred Harm plant, apparently of more succulent
structure, also produces a soap, though of inferior quality and
injurious to clothing. In the midst of this undulating area
we came to and halted at Qasr Dhuwaiban, a derelict fort-
like building suggesting human occupation at some period in
the distant past when there was water in wells or springs for
the purposes of agriculture. A profusion of tamarisk bushes
in the neighbourhood left, indeed, little doubt that we were
in the sand-choked bed of some old line of drainage, and the
discovery of a dry well-pit confirmed the impression, The
building, now in a ruinous condition, appears to have con-
sisted of a two-storeyed fort about 40 paces square with an
open courtyard about 25 paces square adjoining it on the
east side, the axis of the whole lying roughly east and we«t.
Among the ruins we found fragments of common pottery,
glass bangles and the like, apparently similar to what we were
to find later at Jabrin and the remnants found by Major R« E.
Cheesman at Salwa in 1921. What the age of such relics
may be it would be difficult to say and I shall have occasion
to discuss the matter more fully in connection with Jabrin,
but the feature that interested me most was the slabs and
fragments of a highly fossiliferous and somewhat brittle rock,
which the builders of the ibrt seem to have used freoly to
reinforce their mud brickwork. As far as I know sueh rock
has never been found in the Hasa area, and it would seemtfaat
the stuff must have been brought from the cliffs along the
coast at a considerable distance from this spot* Similar

